WHAT

There is no shortage of marine debris harming our once pristine oceans. Mariah Reading has searched for creative ways to leave all bodies of water better than she found them. Her latest series looks at how a human footprint on land is directly related to the sea, depicting environmental changes humans have caused and what steps must be taken to preserve this one Earth.
ACTIVATION

Artist Mariah Reading and photographer Kylie Fly will be hosting a beach clean up on Saturday October 19th at Kamilo Point on the Big Island to collect marine debris in collaboration with local surf shops, Hawai’i Volcanoes National Park, Kohala Forest Reserve and the Kahilu Theatre. The event is sponsored by Osprey Packs.

As a call to action to share the message of keeping our oceans clean, Mariah will lead an art workshop for cleanup volunteers to create recycled art with their findings. As others join the movement in finding creative ways to eliminate trash from our beautiful oceans and beaches the work moves forward!
RECYCLED ART